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1 Introduction

In real-time systems, correctness depends on both the logical result of computation and the time
at which results are produced. Real-time systems may be divided into two categories – hard
and soft. In soft real-time systems, jobs may miss some deadlines. In hard real-time systems,
any missed deadline is considered a system failure. We consider the problem of scheduling a
hard real-time system comprised of periodic tasks [6] executing on a uniform multiprocessors,
allowing preemption and migration.

A periodic task Ti = (pi, ei) generates jobs Ti,k at times k · pi for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Each job
has an execution requirement of ei — i.e., it requires ei time units to complete on a speed-1
processor. Job Ti,k’s deadline is the arrival time of task Ti’s next job, namely (k + 1) · pi. On
a uniform multiprocessor, each processor has an allocated speed s – if a job runs on a speed-s
processor for t time units then s × t units of work are performed. We denote an m-processor
uniform multiprocessor π = [s1, s2, . . . , sm], where s1 ≥ s2 ≥ . . . sm. The total speed of all
processors is denoted S(π).

One important task parameter is its utilization, ui = ei/pi, which measures the proportion of
time a task must execute on a unit speed processor (i.e., a processor with speed s = 1). The total
utilization and maximum utilization of task set τ are denoted Usum and umax, respectively. A
set of periodic tasks can be scheduled on m identical multiprocessor if Usum ≤ m and umax ≤ 1.
For example, the Pfair [2, 1] and LLREF [3] algorithms both can schedule any such task sets.
To date, no optimal online scheduling algorithm exists for uniform multiprocessors.

1.1 The LLREF Scheduling Algorithm

LLREF, is based on the fluid scheduling model, which executes all tasks at a constant rate.
This algorithm divides the schedule into Time and Local execution time planes (TL-planes),
which are determined by task deadlines. The algorithm schedules tasks by creating smaller
“local” jobs within each TL-plane. The only parameters considered by the algorithm during a
TL-plane are the parameters of the local jobs. When a TL-plane completes, the next TL-plane
is started. The duration of each TL-plane is the amount of time between consecutive deadlines.
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For example, given the task set comprised of three tasks (8, 3), (11, 4), (15, 9), the intervals of
first four TL-planes are [0, 8], [8, 11], [11, 15], and [15, 16].

Each task is assigned an execution requirement for each TL-plane. If a TL-plane starts
at time tf0 and ends at time tf1 , then the initial value each task’s local remaining execution
requirement is proportional to its utilization. Specifically, Ti’s local execution is initialized to
`i,0 = ui(tf1 − tf0). If Ti is executing at time tx, the value of `i,x decreases. At each scheduling
event, LLREF always assigns the m tasks with the highest remaining execution requirement to
execute on some processor. These tasks will execute until one of two events occur.

• A bottom (or B) event occurs at time tx when a task Ti has completed its required
execution (i.e., when `i,x = 0).

• A critical (or C) event occurs when the task will miss its deadline if it does not execute
for the remainder of the TL-plane (i.e., `i,x = tf1 − tx). If a task causes a C event, we say
the task has zero laxity.

Whenever either of these events occur at a time tx, the m tasks that have the highest remaining
execution requirement are assigned to execute. This process is repeated until all tasks have
executed for `i,0 units of time within the TL-plane.

2 U-LLREF

We introduce U-LLREF, an extension of LLREF for uniform multiprocessors and prove the
algorithm is optimal. Extending LLREF to apply to uniform multiprocessors requires a more
complex C event because there are more utilization bounds. On uniform multiprocessors,
a periodic task set τ = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} with u1 ≥ u2 ≥ . . . ≥ un is schedulable on π =
[s1, s2, . . . , sm] if the following bounds hold [4, 5].

k∑
i=1

ui ≤
k∑

i=1

si for k = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1, and (1)

n∑
i=1

ui ≤
m∑

i=1

si (i.e., Usum ≤ S(π)). (2)

By constraint 2, we have (m − 1) different types of zero laxity events on uniform multi-
processors instead of the single type of zero laxity event for identical multiprocessors described
above. We say a Ck event occurs at time tx when some set of k tasks have zero laxity on the
k fastest processors – i.e., when their total remaining execution is equal to

∑k
i=1 si(tf1 − tx).

Unfortunately, determining which k tasks will create such an event requires exponential running
time. The following theorem allows us to use a simpler condition for determining C events.

Theorem 1 Let T1, . . . , Tn be scheduled on uniform multiprocessor π during the interval
[tf0 , tf1 ]. Assume `1,x ≥ `2,x ≥ . . . ≥ `n,x at time tx and tasks Ti is scheduled to execute
on processor si for i = 1, . . . ,m. If a Ck event will occur in ∆k time units, then there exists
some task Ti and some time ty such that tx ≤ ty ≤ tx + ∆k and `i,y = sk(tf1 − ty).
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Using this theorem, we can invoke a different type of Ck event – namely, a task Ti has
a Ck event when it has zero laxity on processor sk. When such an event occurs, U-LLREF
schedules the task on the given processor for the remainder of the TL-plane. If we schedule in
this manner, no set of k tasks can have negative laxity on the k fastest processors. Therefore,
this method will ensure the first (m− 1) bounds given in constraint 2 will always hold.

While the above theorem ensures most of the conditions given above, it does not ensure
the total utilization bound is never violated. Below, we see that total local utilization never
increases within a TL-plane.

Theorem 2 Assume tasks T1, . . . , Tn are schedule on uniform multiprocessor π, where Usum ≤
S(π). Assume the tasks are scheduled using TL-planes and all m processors execute some task
whenever there are at least m tasks with positive local remaining execution requirement. Then
the total local utilization will never exceed Usum. In fact, if Usum < S(π) then the total local
utilization decreases over time.

With these theorems in mind, we define U-LLREF as follows. At the beginning of each TL-
plane [tf0 , tf1 ], let `i,0 = ui(tf1 − tf0) for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n. At each scheduling event, assign
the m tasks with largest remaining execution to execute so that tasks with larger remaining
execution execute on faster processors. Reschedule whenever some task has a B event (`i,x = 0)
or a Ck event (`i,x = sk).

The above theorems demonstrate that scheduling using U-LLREF prevents the utilization
constraints 2 and 2 from being violated – i.e., U-LLREF is optimal for scheduling periodic tasks
on uniform multiprocessors when preemption and migration are allowed.
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